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For ACRadioCom Kosherfest is the Place to Meet New
Clients

West Hempstead, LI…ACRadioCom is anxiously awaiting the opening of this year’s Kosherfest
on November 11th. It is among more than 80 exhibitors who already have signed up for the fall
show despite some trepidation over Covid-19. Kosherfest is one of the few food shows that is still
planning to take place in 2020 despite the Covid-19 pandemic.

ACRadioCom was always looking for ways to meet potential new clients, so they decided in 2016
to exhibit at the Kosherfest. “We have gotten lots of leads and several new customers as a result of exhibiting at Kosherfest. As a
result we have made inroads into the world of kosher food in retail, wholesale, restaurants and catering, ”said Mike Pascuzzi,
Sales Manager for ACRadioCom. A distributor of high quality business communications products, they provide two-way radios
and other innovative products from top manufacturers – Kenwood Communications and Ritron Wireless Solutions – that enable
companies to operate more efficiently and effectively. AC RadioCom is an Authorized National ProTalk® Dealer for Kenwood
Communications in the United States. Mr. Cataldo, the owner of the company founded the company approximately twelve years
ago. Recognizing the opportunity, he was able to take over the distribution of Kenwood two-way radios from a previous
distributor he worked for at the time, who dropped the line as it did not fit with their core products. They plan on continuing to
offer the Kenwood ProTalk line of two-way radios and accessories, as well as other services to their current clients as well as to
seek out new clients at the upcoming Kosherfest, November 11-12 at the Meadowlands Exposition Center, Secaucus NJ.
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